
Improving Biodiversity

Uddingston Grammar School Eco Club reporters 
have helped prepare this PowerPoint to show 

how we try to encourage biodiversity, to improve 
the environment for plants and animals in our 

local area from June 2016 onwards .



Improving Biodiversity

• We decided to make a PowerPoint to explain what we do to improve 

biodiversity.

• Photographs of our school activities  - list, description and Eco reporter 

name and year group:

1. Reporters work Adam Moncur S1

2. Wild flowers for insects Louise Menzies S6

3. Food for birds Jonathon Stewart S4

4. Nesting boxes Adam Moncur S1

5. Sensory garden in school grounds Adam Moncur S1

6. Raised beds planted then cleared Adam Moncur S1

7. Helping out at Bothwell Primary School Ruby Ip S6

8. Bulb Planting Louise Menzies S6

9. Botany survey Jake MacDonald S2

10.School pond Sophie Gilbert S3



1. Reporters work

Adam reports: we 
made posters to 
advertise our Eco 
Club and share our 
Eco code caring for 
the environment is 
our goal.  We made 
a poster on the 
nature of Scotland.



2. Wild flowers for insects

Louise reports: 
The free wild flower 
seeds from GROW WILD 
were planted and they 
attract insects 
and bees outside the 
front of the school.



3. Food for birds

Jonathon reports: we used the sheet to 
record the number of birds types we 
saw as part of the Big Schools RSPB 
Birds watch 2017. 
This could help by seeing how 
endangered a species of bird is.

The bird feeders are filled with seeds 
and nuts to give birds food.  



4. Nesting boxes cleared

Adam reports:
The nesting boxes 
had hay and grass in 
them. The nest was 
soft and it had a dip 
in the middle where 
a bird had sat. 
Clearing out the 
nesting boxes helps 
in case there is 
parasites in the hay 
and grass, that 
young birds might 
get.



5. Sensory garden weeded

Adam pictured 
reports:
I weeded and 
cleared the 
sensory
garden so it 
was nice and 
tidy for planting. 
We planted 
bulbs in the 
sensory garden 
as well. 



6.Raised beds planted and cleared 

Adam reports: Mrs 
Smith’s classes planted 
carrots, turnip and 
parsley.  She used these 
for making soup but the 
extra vegetables we 
removed.  Jake took the 
carrots home and made 
carrot soup. It took us 3 
lunchtimes to clear out 
the extra vegetables.



7. Helping out at Bothwell PS

Ruby reports: we went on a trip to Bothwell Primary School and met the primary kids.
We also met Marjory from Brighter Bothwell and everyone worked together to redevelop the
garden by pulling out weeds….. We helped Miss Aitken’s class to colour pictures of leaves and 

I also joined in the colouring which was great fun!  The school technical department made a 
Hedgehog house sign and we gave it to the primary school as a present.



8. Bulb Planting

Louise reports: Senior pupils planted daffodil bulbs with Brighter Bothwell and 
Uddingston Pride under trees, next to the school.  



9. Botany survey

Jake reports: we collected leaves and stuck them to paper to dry.  
We sent the types of plant leaves we saw to the Botany man called Michael Phillips, 
who is noting the types of plants seen in South Lanarkshire.  



10. School pond

Sophie reports: Uddingston Pride relined the pond for us which we really 
appreciated.  Lots of wildlife use the pond (birds and insects) and lots of plants 
grow there.  Frog spawn was added too.


